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(Answer any 4 questions including the last question)
Question 1 (10)
A production process contains a machine that deteriorates rapidly in both quality and output under heavy
usage, so ~.. . it is inspected at the end of each day. Immediately after inspection, the condition of the
machine is noted and classified into one offour possible states as shown in left side table below. The process
can be modelled as a Markov chain with its (one-step) transition matrix P given by right hand side matrix
below.

State Condition
0 As good as new
1 Operable-minimum deterioration
2 Operable-major deterioration
3 Inoperable and replaced by a new

machine

State 0 1 2 3
0 0 7/8 1116 1/16
1 0 3/4 118 1/8
2 0 0 112 1/2
3 1 0 0 0

a) Is it an ergodic Markov chain? Justify
b) If the costs of being in states 0,1,2,3, are 0, $1,000, $3,000, and $6,000, respectively, what is the
long-run expected average cost per day?
c) Ifthe machine is as good as new, what is the expected time after which it will be inoperable?
d) Find the expected length of time a machine can be used before it is replaced.

Question 2 (10)
An auto repair shop always needs to have an engine analyser available. A new engine analyzer costs
$1,000. The cost m, of maintaining an engine analyzer during its if" year of operation is as follows: m, =
$60, n12= $80, mv= $120. An analyzer may be kept for 1, 2, or 3 years; after i years of use (i = 1,2, 3), it
may be traded in for a new one. If an i-year-old engine analyzer is traded in, a salvage value s, is
obtained, where s,= $800, S2 =$600, and S3 =$500. Given that a new machine must be purchased now
(time 0), the shop wants to determine a replacement and trade-in policy that minimizes net costs =

(maintenance costs) + (replacement costs) - (salvage value received) during the next 5 years. You are to
solve this problem using dynamic programming.

(a) Identify stage, state, alternatives and establish recursive equations
(b) Draw the network diagram
(c) Find minimum net cost
(d) Write down optimal replacement policy

Question 3 (10)
A one-man barber shop has a total of 10 seats. Interarrival times are exponentially distributed, and an
average of 20 prospective customers arrive each hour at the shop. Those customers who find the shop full
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do not enter. The barber takes an average of 12 minutes to cut each customer's hair. Haircut times are
exponentially distributed.

1. Draw the transition rate diagram and write down balance equations for this problem.
2. What is the effective customer arrival rate?
3. What is the average weighting time for each customer?
4. On an average, what fraction of the time the barber is actually working?
5. The barber wishes to hire more helps so that the average weighting time of the customers is

decreased substantially. How will you solve his problem using queuing cost model? Just discuss
the strategy. No need to solve this part.

Question 4 (10)
Answer the following Consider the transition probability matrix
given here and answer the following:

I. Draw the state transition diagram.
2. Identify transient, recurrent and absorbi ng states.
3. Identify the classes.
4. Periodicity is a class property. What is the periodicity of

each class?
5. What is the absorption probability of state 3?

states I 2 3 4 5
I 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.1 0
2 0.1 0.3 0 0.6 0
3 0 0 I 0 0
4 0 0 0 0 I
5 0 0 0 I 0

Question 5 (5x4)
a. Prove that that Pollaczek-Khintchine formula reduces to Ls of (MIMI I):(GD/co/co) when service

time is exponential with mean 1Iil.

b. Prove that if inter arrival time follows exponential distribution, then number of arrivals during a
period follows Poisson distribution.

c. Derive the expression for weighting time in the queue of a (MIMic: GD/co/co) system in terms of
mean arrival rate, mean service rate and stationary state probabilities.

d. For the given transition probability matrix (right side): i) Find the fraction
of time the process would spent in Mate 3 in the long run. Ii) Find the first
passage probability of reaching state I from state 3 in two epochs.

e. What do you understand by "principle of optimality" and "curse of dimensionality" III the context
of Dynamic Programming? Illustrate with example.
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